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Figure 1.1 is a high- level summary of these dilemmas and a road-
map to which we will return regularly.

These dilemmas do not necessarily occur in the clear sequence im-
plied by the book’s structure. The founding process is often chaotic 
and nonlinear,6 with founders improvising rather than following a 
script to build their startups.7 For example, core founders often get an 
idea—the proverbial light bulb goes off—and then face the question of 
whether to pursue it alone or attract cofounders. This is the “idea- then- 
team” approach to building a startup, exemplified in this book by Tim 
Westergren (of Pandora Radio) and others. But it can also happen that 
a team decides to work together on a startup, then hunts for an idea. 
This is the “team- then- idea” approach, exemplified by Janet Kraus and 
Kathy Sherbrooke, who met at Stanford Business School, formed a 
close working relationship through joint leadership roles, and decided 
that they would eventually try to find an idea with which to found a 
company. That startup later became the corporate- concierge company 
Circles. Given such differences in sequence, I’ve written this book so 
that people who want to learn about founding dilemmas in sequence 
can read the chapters in order while people interested in specific dilem-
mas can go straight to the chapters that most interest them.

More important than the sequence is what the dilemmas have in 
common: They are all difficult but necessary decision points, each 
with a number of often-unrecognized options that, in turn, have im-
portant consequences for the founder(s) and the startup. They each 
call for careful and rational decision making—sometimes by a lone 
founder and sometimes by a founding team. Finally, the dilemmas 
examined in this book all hold in common their tendency to mani-
fest the following three major themes.

figure 1.1. Sequence of founding dilemmas

Should I found
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Should I be a
solo founder?
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Dilemmas:
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Potential 
Participants  Decisions Oriented toward Decisions Oriented toward 
in the Startup Decision Area Maintaining Control Maximizing Wealth

Cofounders Solo vs. team  Remain solo founder (or attract Build founding team; attract best  
 weak cofounders)   cofounders

 Relationships  First look to immediate circle for  Tap strong and weak ties to find the 
 “comfortable” cofounders  best (and complementary) cofounders

 Roles  Keep strong control of decision Give decision- making control to  
 making; build hierarchy   cofounders with expertise in specific 

areas
 Rewards Maintain most or all equity Share equity to attract and/or motivate 
   ownership  cofounders

Hires Relationships Hire within close personal network  Aggressively tap broader network  
   (friends, family, and others)    (unfamiliar candidates) to find the best  
   as required  hires 
 Roles Keep control of key decisions  Delegate decision making to appropriate  

 expert
 Rewards Hire less expensive junior employees  Hire experienced employees and incent  

 them with cash and equity

Investors  Self- fund vs. take Self- fund; “bootstrap” Take outside capital 
 outside capital

 Sources of capital  Friends and family or money- only  Target experienced angels or venture 
 angels; tap alternative sources (e.g.,   capitalists 
 customer prepayments or debt) if  
 possible



figure 1.2. Wealth-versus-Control dilemmas

 Terms  Resist investor- friendly terms (e.g.,  Be open to terms necessary to attract best 
 refuse any supermajority rights)  investors (e.g., supermajority rights)

 Board of directors  Avoid building official board; when  Be open to losing control of board if 
 built, control composition and  necessary to get best investors and  
 makeup  directors

Successors Trigger of succession Avoid succession issue until forced  Be open to initiating succession when  
 next stage of startup is outside one’s  
 own expertise

 Openness to succession Resist giving up the CEO position  Be open to giving up CEO position to  
 better CEO

 Desired role after Prefer to leave than to remain Want to remain executive in position  
  succession   “prince”  that matches skills and preferences

Other factors Preferred rate of startup Gradual to moderate Fast to explosive 
  growth
 Capital intensity Low capital intensity High capital intensity
 Core founder’s “capitals”  Well equipped to launch and build Important gaps that should be filled  

 startup without much help   by involving others

Most likely  Maintain control; build less value Build financial value; imperil control 
 outcome
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entrepreneur. The two decided to pursue Tim’s idea and formed Pan-
dora (originally called Savage Beast), adding Will Glaser, a talented 
software engineer, as the third cofounder and CTO. The team split 
the equity equally, adopted a clear division of labor that matched 
their very different areas of expertise, and gave each founder auton-
omy to make hiring and business decisions within his own function. 
However, as the company burned through its dwindling cash and 
had to defer founder and employee salaries, these early decisions 
about roles and team structure heightened tensions within the team 
and exacerbated personal problems, leading Jon to leave and caus-
ing problems for the remaining founders.

figure 1.3. principal Case Studies

   Prior 
   Relationship 
Startup First- Time Solo with 
(Core Founder) Founder? Founder? Cofounders Hiring Investors

Pandora Radio  Yes No Acquaintances Friends Friends 
(Tim Westergren)
Masergy  Yes Yes N/A Young,  Top  
(Barry Nalls)     replace  partners 

as  from top 
startup  vC firms 
scales

Smartix Yes No Classmates  Pre- hiring Pre-  
(vivek Khuller)    (and one prior  funding 
   coworker)
Sittercity Yes Yes “Couple-  Young,  Angel 
(Genevieve   preneur” replace  investors 
Thiers)    as startup  
    scales
Ockham Yes No Prior N/A Deciding 
Technologies    coworkers  on angel 
(Jim Triandiflou)     vs. vC
Blogger/Odeo Serial No various various various 
(Evan Williams) founder
FeedBurner Serial No Prior various various 
(Dick Costolo) founding  coworkers 
 team
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giving up control,” he explained. In contrast, by the time founder- 
CEO Dick Costolo got acquisition offers for FeedBurner, he was 
motivated by money: “I’m not an engineer any more. To me, best 
price wins.” Frank Addante, too, explained that his motivation for 
launching StrongMail was financial: “I thought about it from the 
perspective of, ‘What’s going to keep me motivated to stick with it 
and run this for a period of time?’ A big enough equity piece will 
keep me motivated to stay.” Each of these founders aspired to build 
a high- impact startup, but “impact” meant very different things to 
each; to the financially motivated, it tended to mean a large gain 
in wealth, but to the control motivated, it tended to mean that 
the startup would bring to the world the product or service they 
envisioned.

The top four motivations for females in their 20s are shown 
below. Once again, with one exception (altruism), the top- ranked 
motivations for entrepreneurs were much lower ranked for non- 
entrepreneurs and vice versa. (Mirroring results for the males, con-
trol motivations also dominate the list for female entrepreneurs, but 
financial gain ranks much lower than it does for their male counter-
parts.) Genevieve Theirs, who founded the online babysitting com-
pany Sittercity while in her 20s, noted that autonomy and influence 
were among her motivations: “I felt very disassociated [working for 
IBM], like I was part of a big machine in which I had no idea where 
I was going. I realized that I needed to understand the big picture to 
be motivated. . . . [At Sittercity], I was on a mission to do something 
big and beautiful.”

table 2.1
Top Four Motivations for Males in Their 20s

 Male Entrepreneurs in 20s Male Non- entrepreneurs in 20s 
Rank (Rank for Male Non- entrepreneurs) (Rank for Male Entrepreneurs)

#1. Power & influence (#10) Security (tie) (#13)
#2. Autonomy (#13) Prestige (tie) (#6)
#3. Managing people (#9) Financial gain (#4)
#4. Financial gain (#3) Affiliation (#11)
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The data show that these motivations are relatively stable 
throughout life, with most of the top- ranked motivations for peo-
ple in their 20s persisting into their 30s and 40s and beyond. The 
table below shows, for each category (in alphabetical order), which 
of the top-four motivations from the 20s age cohort remained top-
four motivations in the 30s age cohort and which new motivations 
emerged. For female entrepreneurs, variety becomes a top-four 
motivation once they reach their 30s, but entrepreneurs of both 
genders experienced no other changes in their top-four motiva-
tions. In contrast, the motivations for non- entrepreneurs seem to 
be less stable, with half of the top-four motivations changing for 
each gender.

As shown below, the motivations for male entrepreneurs change 
noticeably as they enter their 40s and beyond. Two of the motiva-
tions (autonomy and power & influence) persist throughout their 
20s, 30s, and 40s, but in their 40s, male entrepreneurs also become 
motivated by altruism and variety. (Male entrepreneurs lag female 
entrepreneurs by a decade when it comes to prizing variety and by 
two decades when it comes to altruism.) For non- entrepreneurs, 
once again, two top-four motivations carry over from the prior de-
cade and two new top-four motivations emerge. The motivations 
for all groups become more similar in their 40s, with autonomy and 
altruism appearing in all four top-four lists and variety appearing 
in three.

When Major League Baseball pitcher Curt Schilling began to con-
template life after baseball, he named altruism as his top motivation 

table 2.2
Top Four Motivations for Females in Their 20s

 Female Entrepreneurs in 20s Female Non- entrepreneurs in 20s 
Rank (Rank for Female Non- entrepreneurs) (Rank for Female Entrepreneurs)

#1. Autonomy (#12) Recognition (#10)
#2. Power & influence (#13) Affiliation (#12)
#3. Managing people (#10) Security (#13)
#4. Altruism (#5) Lifestyle (#11)
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for starting a company. Schilling’s philanthropic work on behalf of 
ALS (“Lou Gehrig’s disease”) had motivated him to “philanthropi-
cally change the world.” One of Schilling’s model philanthropists 
was Bill Gates, who had made billions of dollars in the business 
world and then used much of that money to found a high- impact 
philanthropic foundation. As a result, Schilling decided to found 38 
Studios, a massively multiplayer online gaming (MMOG) startup, 
with the hopes that gains from it could be used for philanthropic 
causes.

The picture that emerges is that entrepreneurs and non- 
entrepreneurs are motivated by very different rewards, especially 

table 2.3
Top Four Motivations for the 30s Age Cohort

30s Age Male Female Male Non-  Female Non-  
Cohort Entrepreneurs Entrepreneurs entrepreneurs entrepreneurs

 Top 4  Autonomy Autonomy Prestige Recognition 
motivations  Financial gain Altruism Security Security 
carried over  Managing Power & 
from the 20s  people  influence
  Power &  

 influence

New top 4   variety Positioning Altruism 
motivations   Recognition variety

table 2.4
Top Four Motivations for the 40s- plus Age Cohort

40s- plus Male Female Male Non-  Female Non-  
Age Cohort Entrepreneurs Entrepreneurs entrepreneurs entrepreneurs

Top 4  Autonomy Autonomy Recognition Altruism 
motivations  Power &  Altruism Security variety 
carried over   influence variety 
from the 30s

New top 4 Altruism Intellectual Altruism Affiliation 
motivations variety  challenge Autonomy Autonomy
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general human capital that is widely applicable (e.g., leadership 
ability or the ability to speak and write clearly) and specific human 
capital that is tied to a specific organization or context (e.g., know-
ing how a particular product is manufactured). Looked at a dif-
ferent way, human capital includes formal human capital acquired 
through schooling (e.g., getting a degree in biomedical engineer-
ing or computer science) and tacit human capital acquired through 
work and life experiences (e.g., knowing how to negotiate with 
equipment sales reps).12

As founders accumulate experiences, they also develop mental 
models (or schemata)—ways of categorizing and making sense of 
information.13 A doctor and a marketing expert—each of whom 
wants to found a medical software company—will each look at 
the same information and make sense of it in different ways, con-
sidering different details to be more important and to have dif-
ferent implications for the planned startup, because each brings 
a different mental model to bear. Founders’ approaches to build-
ing their startups are powerfully shaped by the mental models 
they bring to those startups.14 Accumulating more experience 
is far less valuable if that experience does not shape the mental 
model in relevant ways (or, worse, if it shapes the mental model in 
counter productive ways).

Work and School

Before attending business school, Humphrey Chen had spent about 
a year each at a wide variety of employers—Price Waterhouse, Mor-
gan Stanley, a marketing consultancy, and an Internet- based mu-
sic retailer—gaining some breadth of business knowledge. A broad 

Found early in career... Wait to found un�l...

...before golden handcuffs get too strong

...before family handcuffs get too strong

...before becoming too specialized

...before becoming too reliant on employer resources

...build more human capital

...build more social capital

...build more financial capital

figure 2.1. factors affecting the “When to found” decision
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while developing her babysitting website, Sittercity, on the side. She 
had been planning to leave IBM eventually to work full- time on Sit-
tercity, but in 2002 the economic downturn caused IBM to lay off the 
entire Lotus division with a six- month severance payment. As Dan 
Ratner, Thiers’s husband and early employee, explained, “The big-
gest inflection point for an entrepreneur is when to quit the day job. 
Genevieve was fortunate enough to have the decision made for her.”

Financial Shocks

Triggers can also be positive. Unexpected personal windfalls, for ex-
ample, can spark the decision to leap; people who receive an inheri-
tance or a large gift are more likely to found businesses.45 (Negative 
financial shocks can also alter the founding equation, but usually by 
precluding or delaying the decision to found.)

Family Developments

Although Humphrey Chen’s family developments hindered his leap, 
family developments can also trigger a leap. These triggers can range 
from marrying someone whose paycheck can support a leap into 
founderhood to having one’s children become more independent. 
For Robin Chase, founder of car- sharing company Zipcar, having 

Handcuffs Developments That Can Release the Handcuffs

Career handcuffs Employer’s growth slows
 Employer changes strategy or is acquired
 Being laid off or fired

Golden handcuffs Severance payment from layoff
 Inheritance or large gift

Family handcuffs Spouse starts working
 Children grow up
  Emigrate to country (or region) that fosters  

 entrepreneurship

figure 2.2. developments That release each Type of handcuff
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author François de La Rochefoucauld observed that “[t]he heart 
is forever making the head its fool,” and Steve Jobs, cofounder of 
Apple Computer, was fond of saying, “Follow your heart, but listen 
to your head.” Sometimes the head is right and the heart is wrong, 
at least for the time being, and especially for passionate overconfi-
dent founders. To make sure that “the head” is part of the decision, 
potential founders need to first ask the three big career questions 
examined in this chapter and summarized in Figure 2.3.

Humphrey’s and Barry’s decisions about whether, when, and 
what to found were powerfully affected, in very different ways, by 
where they were in their careers, by the characteristics of their start-
ups, and by their personal situations. Figure 2.4 shows the three 
recurring factors we have examined—career factors, personal fac-
tors, and market factors—that affect the three questions outlined in 
Figure 2.3.

When founders see all three factors as being favorable—that 
is, if the situation falls into the small black “bull’s- eye” region at 
the center of Figure 2.4, where the founder’s career experiences 
provide a solid foundation on which to build the startup, his or 
her personal situation is conducive to becoming a founder, and the 
market is favorable —then it’s time to follow the heart and make 
the leap!

Should I become a
founder?

When should I
found?

Dispassionate
evalua�on of idea?

Remain nonfounder
(or do part-�me);
re-evaluate later?

Act to improve
circumstances,

then re-evaluate

Favorable
personal, career, and market

circumstances?

Evaluate other
ideas

Leap into founderhood!

Yes

Yes
NoNo

No

figure 2.3. Three Big Career Questions
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However, many founders suggest that such a perfect alignment 
of all three factors is rarely, if ever, encountered; there is no “perfect 
time” to become a founder. Potential founders who keep waiting for 
perfect alignment may come to the end of a long career regretting 
that they never made the leap. Nevertheless, founders who are 
overly optimistic or who misread their circumstances as being more 
favorable than they truly are will be taking unnecessary risks by 
leaping into founderhood when the three factors are really not 
favorable. Like those who waited for the perfect moment that never 
came, these overconfident potential founders may also end their 
careers with remorse, feeling that they squandered too soon the 
resources that might have made for a more successful leap later on. 
A better way to proceed when the factors are clearly not favorable is 
to dispassionately evaluate which circumstances need improvement 
and then to act to improve them prior to launching the startup.

Thus, the toughest dilemmas are the much more common situa-
tions in which the potential founder is passionate about becoming 
an entrepreneur but only two of the three factors are favorable. If 

figure 2.4. Career, personal, and market Circumstances

Relevant work experience, mental model
Broad/deep work experience
Low opportunity costs
Change in golden handcuffs
Fitness to found

Entrepreneurial mo�va�ons
Suppor�ve family situa�on
Posi�ve role models
Cash cushion

Big opportunity
Favorable context
Customer willingness to pay
Ticking clock

Favorable
Career

Circumstances

Favorable
Personal

Circumstances

Favorable
Market

Circumstances
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perfection is never to be expected, how close is close enough? These 
situations are represented by the three gray regions in Figure 2.4. 
Each region poses its own challenges for the potential founder, but 
each challenge comes with its own set of possible solutions, sum-
marized in Figure 2.5 below. However, as potential “gray-  region” 
founders tackle the remaining area of weakness in an effort to move 
into the bull’s- eye, they need to remember that they are aiming at a 
moving target and to make sure that other factors have not become 
unfavorable. Let’s examine each gray region:

figure 2.5. obstacles and potential Solutions for Gray- area potential founders

“Gray- Area” Obstacles Potential Solutions for Getting to the “Bull’s- Eye”

“I have everything but  Top- down evaluation of potential markets, 
an idea.”  customers, and business models
  Find “idea founder” whose own holes match your  

 strengths
  Participate in other startups as an advisor or seed  

 investor
  Attend conferences and read journals and blogs in  

 your area of interest/expertise

“But I’m not armed for  Find job to fill functional or industry hole 
battle yet” (especially early-  Attend entrepreneurial- networking events 
career founders).  Find complementary cofounders, advisors, or  

 mentors
 Fill hole by attending targeted class or program

“But I’m going to hurt  Probe spouse’s fears and openly explore ways to  
my family.”  address them
  Agree on realistic timelines and resources that will  

 be committed to the startup
 Explore whether part- time founding is feasible

“My handcuffs have gotten Save money to supply cash cushion and seed 
too strong” (especially late-   capital 
career founders). Maintain low “personal burn rate”
  Resist accumulating redundant or irrelevant  

 human capital and social capital
  Seek broad range of assignments in various  

 functions
  Scrutinize all noncompetes and other agreements  

 before signing
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the startup to grow quickly. The startup may not be expected to grow 
big enough to support multiple founders. The founder may want to 
keep all the equity and control of all decision making, which would 
be particularly true for control- motivated founders. The founder may 
also be tempted to keep things simple in the early stages and thus 
dodge the coordination problems that come with bringing cofound-
ers on board. Here, the founder’s instinct (or prior experience) is 
backed up by Arthur Stinchcombe’s groundbreaking article on what 
makes new organizations especially prone to failure.1 Three of the 
four factors he identified were repercussions of forming a founding 
team: Co founders were often challenged—and often undone—by the 
need to (a) learn new roles within the founding team, (b) negotiate 
the distribution of economic rewards among themselves, and (c) form 
trusting relationships with strangers (i.e., each other).

With one or more of these reasons in mind, a founder might con-
clude that this is something he or she can do without cofounders, so 
why ask for trouble? Barry Nalls, for example, founded Masergy, an 
enterprise telecom company, on his own, convinced that he had the 
resources he needed and that he was better off making all his own 
decisions. He had worked at GTE for 25 years, starting off with 
only a two- year technical degree and working his way up the ranks 
(earning an MBA along the way), gaining valuable experience man-
aging teams, spearheading new programs, and running sales and 
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figure 3.1. Sizes of founding Teams for Technology and life Sciences Startups
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fly solo. Figure 3.2 presents a decision chart that captures many of 
these considerations.

Going solo is, like most decisions we will discuss in this book, a 
decision with a set of short- term consequences and a different set of 
long- term consequences. In the short run, solo founding may seem 
like the easy choice, but not all solo founders with Barry Nalls’s 
determination also have his wide range of skills and experience.4 By 
remaining solo founders, they take a much greater risk than he did 
that their startup will either fail to reach its full potential or just fail 
outright. For example, they may prioritize a need for control over 
growing a more valuable company, or, in their overconfidence and 
their passion for the idea, they may underestimate the need for help.

the argument For CoFounders

While there are many valid reasons for founding a startup alone, a 
large percentage of founders decide to build a team of cofounders.* 

* Other core founders try in vain to attract cofounders, and decide either to go solo or to 
defer founding the startup (Ruef, 2010).

Career factors
Market factors

Personal factors
(see Chapter 2)

Missing important human,
social, or financial capitals?

Prefer to work
alone?

Become solo
founder

Pursue
cofounder(s)

Need those capabili�es at
�me of founding?

Become solo founder; 
hire later

(see Chapter 8)

Yes

Yes

YesNo

No

No

figure 3.2. Central “Solo versus Team” Questions
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which arm the organization with additional resources, have higher 
organizational growth rates and rates of survival.13

These differences in context further reinforce why solo founding 
is the exception in my dataset of technology and life sciences start-
ups, but tends to be relatively common in predominantly low- tech 
small businesses.14

In summary, as shown in Figure 3.3, solo founding should be pur-
sued by founders whose backgrounds, goals, and startups meet the 
following criteria: The founder has deep, relevant experience; the 
founder is driven to keep control of the key decisions; the industry 
does not demand fast growth; and the idea and its implementation 
are relatively simple. The opposite decision should be made by inex-
perienced founders, those who are willing to give up some control 
in order to attract an excellent cofounder, those founding startups 
in challenging or fast- growing industries, and those whose startup 
ideas are complex.

symBolIC Founders versus hIres

We tend to think of “founder” as an objective status that applies to 
a person who was a full- time participant in the startup when it was 

figure 3.3. When to Solo-found versus Build a founding Team

Solo-found when . . . Build a founding team when . . .

•	 	Founder	has	deep	human	capital	and	
social capital (and sufficient financial 
capital) that is relevant to the  
startup’s industry

•	 	Founder	has	a	strong	preference	for	
maintaining full control of all  
decisions

•	 	Founder	does	not	have	a	strong	need	
for support or validation

•	 	The	business	is	small	and	in	a	slow-
moving industry

 

•	 	Founder	has	important	holes	in	
human capital, social capital, and/or 
financial capital

•	 	Founder	prefers	not	to	do	some	tasks	
required in the early days of the 
startup

•	 Founder	prefers	a	collaborative	style
•	 	Founder	has	a	strong	desire	for	

support or validation
•	 	The	business	is	in	a	fast-moving	

industry, especially if there are first-
mover advantages or network effects



Option Advantages Disadvantages Potential Ways to Mitigate Disadvantages

Going solo

Building a 
founding team

•	 Retain	all	of	the	equity
•	 	Maintain	decision-

making control
•	 	Avoid	communication,	

coordination, and 
incentive problems

•	 	Fill	holes	in	human	
capital, social capital, and 
financial capital

•	 	Increased	ability	to	gather	
and process information

•	 	Faster	response	rate
•	 	Gain	support/

collaboration
•	 	Have	more	fun	(for	the	

right personality mix)

•	 	Have	to	rely	exclusively	on	the	
founder to fill gaps in human 
capital, social capital, and 
financial capital, either slowing 
the startup’s launch while the 
founder becomes prepared or 
exposing the startup to potential 
failure if the founder moves 
forward without the requisite 
capitals or a critical competency

•	 	Less	ability	to	gather	and	
process complex information

•	 	Slower	response	rate
•	 	Lack	of	collaboration/support;	

lonely

•	 	Sacrifice	equity
•	 	Sacrifice	decision-making	

control
•	 	Communication,	coordination,	

and incentive problems

•	 	Postpone	or	extend	decision	to	found;	
systematically fill holes by gaining 
relevant experience

•	 	Find	experienced	advisors	and	mentors	
to fill holes, at least temporarily

•	 	Find	complementary	corporate	partners	
or outsource some tasks

•	 	As	needs	arise,	use	equity	to	attract	
hires and investors to fill holes (see 
Chapters 8 and 9, respectively)

•	 	Found	in	a	slower-moving,	less	complex	
industry

•	 	Carefully	evaluate	the	marginal	utility	
of each new cofounder; only add 
cofounders whose marginal benefits are 
more than the added costs

•	 	Proactively	develop	process	for	decision	
making within the team (see Chapter 5)

•	 	“Try	before	you	buy”;	invest	time	
in getting to know prospective team 
members and their working styles

 

figure 3.4. advantages and disadvantages of Going Solo versus Building a founding Team
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friends. The team avoided discussing tough issues, such as how to 
deal with conflicting roles, and never developed an effective work-
ing relationship. After three years, Evan shut down the startup: “It 
was a mess with our relationships and the failed projects. . . . It was 
a train wreck management- wise.” His second startup, which turned 
into Blogger, an early pioneer in the blogging segment, was co-
founded with Meg Hourihan, a technology consultant whom he had 
been dating. The problems and pains that Evan experienced when 
cofounding with his relatives, friends, and girlfriends— experiences 
that we will discuss below—led him to take a very different ap-
proach in his third startup, a podcasting company called Odeo. This 
time, he decided to cofound with Noah Glass, an acquaintance who 
had prior experience in the online- audio industry but whom he did 
not know well. As we will see, at Odeo he avoided some of his previ-
ous risks, but encountered others.

In this chapter, I focus on two issues in particular: (a) whether the 
founding team should be homogeneous or diverse and (b) whether 
to found a startup with family or close friends, which has high ben-
efits but underappreciated risks, or to found with other types of 
people. I examine the core dilemmas, describe the quantitative im-
plications for team stability, and outline ways to manage the risks 
while getting the benefits of each option.

FoundIng- team homogeneIty versus dIversIty

Proverbial wisdom states that “birds of a feather flock together.” So-
ciologists call this natural tendency homophily and have shown in 
small businesses that people of the same gender or race and people 

Should I found
now?

Should I be a
solo founder?

Founding-Team
Dilemmas:

Beyond-the-Team
Dilemmas:

Relaonships?
Roles?
Rewards?

Hires?
Investors?
Succession?

Remain nonfounder

No

NoYes

Yes

figure 4.1. relationship dilemmas, in the Context of the Broader Set of founding 
dilemmas



 Benefits of a Homogeneous Team Risks of a Homogeneous Team

Tangible 
factors

Human capital Cofounders with similar human capital 
often can communicate more quickly and 
easily about issues.

Overlapping functional backgrounds increase 
the likelihood that the team will be missing 
critical skills.

Social capital Cofounders with similar contacts may 
have higher confidence that their mutual 
obligations are more enforceable.

Overlapping social networks reduce the diversity 
of information received by the team; limit its 
contacts with potential customers, hires, and 
investors; and may decrease innovation.

Intangible 
factors

Decision-making 
style (e.g., 
hierarchical vs. 
consensus)

Cofounders with similar styles will often 
make decisions more quickly and easily.

Cofounders with similar styles often do not act 
as effective counterbalances to each other’s 
natural styles.

Risk tolerance (e.g., 
risk-seeking vs. 
risk-averse)

Cofounders with similar risk tolerances may 
be more stable partners.

Cofounders with similar risk tolerances will 
not counterbalance each other’s tendencies to 
shoot from the hip or to be overhesitant.

Commitment level 
(commitment of 
time, capital, etc.)

Cofounders with similar levels of 
commitment will be more likely to 
appreciate each other’s efforts.

Cofounders who are all moderately committed 
may not be able to sustain the startup. 
Cofounders who are all intensely committed 
might burn out, leaving no one to pick up the 
slack.

value system Cofounders with similar values will be more 
aligned regarding their priorities and 
preferences.

Cofounders who all have similar value systems 
may not be able to counterbalance each other. 
For example, founding teams who all believe 
in taking care of their employees at all costs 
might not be able to take necessary actions 
to prune the work force as the startup’s needs 
change.

figure 4.2. effects of homogeneity within the founding Team
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most damage if business tensions undo their social relationships; yet 
their failure to deal with the elephants makes such business tensions 
all the more likely. They are, indeed, playing with fire.

Past coworkers face a moderate level of damage—a higher level 
of damage than acquaintances—if the relationship blows up, but 
this is counterbalanced by a high likelihood of discussing the el-
ephants in the room. These cofounders face little or no Playing- 
with- Fire Gap.* For acquaintances or strangers, there is relatively 
low damage if the relationship blows up, and also some likelihood 
of discussing the elephants in the room; because they are unfamil-
iar with each other, they tend to discuss those tough issues before 
agreeing to cofound or early in their cofounding relationship.

reducing the gap: Forcing sensitive discussions and Creating Firewalls

Some founding teams take deliberate steps to reduce the Playing- 
with- Fire Gap. For instance, Sittercity, a pioneering online service 
for matching parents with babysitters, was built by a young first- 
time entrepreneur, Genevieve Thiers, and her boyfriend, Dan Rat-
ner, a serial entrepreneur. Dan explained what happened when he 

* In fact, as shown in the figure, past coworkers may even have a “negative gap” given 
their high likelihood of discussing elephants while facing only moderate potential damage if 
there’s a blowup.

figure 4.3. The playing-with-fire Gap
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anyone reporting to them, any products or services to sell, any cus-
tomers or clients to serve, or any budgets to spend. In my sample 
of technology and life sciences startups, 89% of the multifounder 
teams had at least one founder with a C- level title; 79% had a CEO, 
45% had a CTO or CSO, 14% had a chief operating officer (COO), 
and 8% had a chief financial officer (CFO). Of the teams, 18% also 
had a non- CEO chairman.

Larger, mature companies almost always have a “pyramidal” 
structure with a single decision maker at the top, a layer of people 
reporting to that chief executive, and a larger group at each sub-
sequent level.2 In contrast, 74% of the startups in my sample had 
adopted “top- heavy” or “even” structures at the time of founding; 
67% had more C- level founders than sub- C- level founders, and 7% 
had as many C- level as sub- C- level founders. Figure 5.1 shows that 
this top- heaviness existed in both two- founder and three- founder 
startups. Even more extreme, in 36% of the startups in my sam-
ple, all founders received a C- level title, possibly as a way to re-
solve the jockeying over who would be CEO. This was particularly 

100%
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80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
2-founder teams 3-founder teams

68% 73%

15% 9%

17% 17%

Top-heavy (C-level �tles > Non-
 C-level)

Even (C-level �tles = Non-C-level)

Pyramidal (C-level �tles < Non-
                   C- level)

figure 5.1. degree of Top-heaviness in Two-founder and Three-founder Teams, at Time of 
founding
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founders can see why idea people would make the best CEOs: “I 
feel the successful assignment of the CEO, especially in the early 
stages, also needs to take into account who is the most passionate 
about the venture. In most cases, that passionate person is the idea 
person. I have seen quite a few teams willing to sacrifice some of the 
mainstream skills of a CEO for the passion and drive that an ‘idea 
person’ can bring to the table.” All the same, as we will examine in 
depth in Chapter 10, “Founder- CEO Succession,” the idea person’s 
fit with the CEO position, as good as it might be in the early stages 
of the startup, often weakens considerably as the startup matures, 
introducing its own difficult transition issues. Inertial tendencies 
and a founder- CEO’s natural resistance to giving up the CEO title 
can make matters even worse.

Being the idea person doesn’t only increase the chances of becom-
ing CEO; it also can help buffer a founder from receiving a much 

figure 5.2. percentages of “idea” and “non-idea” founders Who received formal Titles 
at Time of founding
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Two contrasting cases offer insights into the benefits and draw-
backs of teams of people with general skills and overlapping job 
tasks, as compared to teams of specialists with a clearly defined 
division of labor.

The Smartix team adopted an overlapping approach. All three 
cofounders were highly educated engineers, had work experience 
in top- flight organizations, and were MBA students at the time. 
Being so similar in background and skills, they gravitated toward 
overlapping roles in the startup. (They had brought in a fourth, 
“silent” partner to develop the software for the product, leaving the 
three cofounders to work on the business plan and fund- raising.) 
They worked together without clear separation of tasks or roles, 
although vivek Khuller, the founder who had had the original idea 
and was financing the startup, acted as the de facto leader.

figure 5.3. Strengths and Weaknesses of overlapping roles versus division of labor

 Strengths Weaknesses

Overlapping 
roles

•	 	Offers	flexibility	
appropriate to early-
stage startups

•	 	Diffused	responsibility	may	
weaken incentives

•	 	Overloaded	startups	should	be	
trying to minimize redundant 
responsibilities

•	 	May	increase	tension	as	founders	
step on each other’s toes

•	 	As	the	startup	evolves	and	
becomes more differentiated, 
team members may resist having 
to focus on specific functions or 
areas, also increasing tension

•	 	Team	members	can	
pitch in wherever 
needed

•	 	Taps	collective	
knowledge of all team 
members

Division of 
labor

•	 	Enables	assignment	
of titles, tasks, and 
responsibilities

•	 	Provides	better	
accountability

•	 	In	heterogeneous	
teams, enables the team 
to fit role assignments 
to founder strengths

•	 	May	be	hard	to	get	individual	
functions to collaborate on cross-
cutting tasks

•	 	In	homogeneous	teams,	may	
cause early, suboptimal role 
assignments

•	 	Failure	to	evolve	can	lead	
to disconnects between 
organizational structure and task 
demands
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Figure 5.4 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of egal-
itarian versus hierarchical approaches to decision making.

rocky transitions from egalitarianism to hierarchy

As we have seen from the experience of these founders, the startup’s 
stage of development has a powerful impact on the effectiveness of 
egalitarian versus hierarchical models. Even when teams begin with 
a clear and effective egalitarian structure, they usually have to adopt 
a more hierarchical structure later on, which is often a painful and 
difficult process.14 Failure to do so, however, can be even more pain-
ful and costly.

The two founders of Ockham Technologies began with a formal 
reporting relationship: Mike, the director of product management, 
reported to Jim, the CEO. In practice, however, they developed a 
“co- CEO” decision- making structure. Prior to landing their first 
customer, Mike and Jim met with the software developers, wrote 
product specifications, came up with a blueprint for how to manage 
the company, and toured the country together to sell the idea, even 
sharing a hotel room. Once they signed a million- dollar contract 
with IBM, however, Mike’s job was supposed to narrow to manag-
ing the product development, while Jim would run the company, sell 
the product, and secure funding. Jim felt that the close collaboration 
he and Mike had at the beginning seriously hindered their ability to 
make this transition. As Jim explained, “We’ve gone through our 
first growth spurt and I think we need to divide and conquer. We 

figure 5.4. egalitarian versus hierarchical decision making

Egalitarian Hierarchical
Advantages:

Can help build trust among groups of
strangers
For teams of friends, affirms expecta�ons of
equal treatment

Disadvantages:

Advantages:
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Consensus-building o�en takes too much
�me; this may be par�cularly problema�c for
high-velocity entrepreneurial environments.
Accountability is less clear

Decision-makers can quickly mobilize
resources behind a new ini�a�ve. 
Clear accountability

Complex environments cannot be processed
by one person; input from mul�ple people
with specialized knowledge usually leads to 
be er decisions.
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means before any financing has been secured and an objective valu-
ation has thus been placed on the startup. Negotiating when mil-
lions of dollars of financing are on the line leads to very different 
dynamics and can make it very hard for the cofounders to agree.*

Figure 6.1 summarizes the factors weighing in favor of splitting 
early versus late.

The cofounders themselves may differ about when to split. 
Founders whose major contributions come early in the life of the 
startup, such as the founder who had the idea or the founder who 
contributed the most seed capital, may want to split earlier than 
those whose major contributions are yet to come, such as the techni-
cal lead who will develop the product once the other founders have 
developed the product specifications. Ideally, the equity split will ap-
proximate each founder’s long- term level of contribution, but judg-
ments about those levels of contribution will naturally be affected 
by the founders’ early experience with each other. During the ups 
and downs of the startup’s evolution, it is inevitable that the impor-
tance of each founder’s contributions will wax and wane, and so 
may their idea of the best time for the equity split. (When founders 
disagree about whether to split early or late, they might be able to 
resolve the disagreement by using the dynamic approach discussed 
later in this chapter.)

* There are also tax consequences to waiting to split the equity, including having a higher 
“basis” for the stock and a later start for the long- term capital gains tax clock. For more 
details, see Wasserman et al. (2009).

Split earlier Split later

A�ract key players who need
equity incen
ve
If already worked extensively with
cofounders in another startup
Nego
ate calmly before you’re
under pressure to split

Learn about cofounders’ contribu
ons
Solidify startup’s strategy and business model
Solidify roles
Learn about cofounders’ commitment;
strengthen incen
ves
Avoid con
nual renego
a
ons as things
change

figure 6.1. reasons to Split earlier versus later
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and make presentations around the country. Yet, differences in the 
financial capital contributed by each founder may simply reflect the 
differing ability of each founder to contribute money. However, at a 
deeper level, a founder’s capital contribution may also indicate his or 
her commitment to and confidence in the startup. It may thus fore-
shadow which founders will make the biggest contributions to the 
startup, all other things being equal. In Ockham’s case, although Ken 
had generated the idea and had worked with Jim even before they 
added Mike as a cofounder, when it came time to actually commit 
money to the startup, Ken was the least enthusiastic and contributed 
the least capital. This decision anticipated his ultimate departure 
from the startup; when Jim and Mike quit their jobs to commit full- 
time to Ockham, Ken admitted he enjoyed his consulting job and, 
with the birth of his first child, was unwilling to make the leap.

opportunity Cost

Some founders are involuntarily unemployed when they begin dis-
cussions about joining a founding team. Others, such as Ken  Burows 
at Ockham, are fully employed in high- level positions which they 

figure 6.2. founders’ Capital Contributions
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a threshold of psychological pain versus Financial gain

Thomas Hellmann and I analyzed my data to assess possible expla-
nations for the prevalence of equal equity splits.11 Assuming that 
negotiating an equity split is inherently tense, so that most people 
would have a strong motivation to avoid it if that could be justified, 
we wondered whether there was a threshold of intrateam differ-
ence that separated equal- split from unequal- split teams. That is, 
if cofounders differ enough in the value of what they bring to the 
startup—be it experience, ideas, investment capital, or fire in the 
belly—the team will be willing to engage in a tension- filled negotia-
tion over equity, because a simple equal split would seem too inequi-
table. Below a threshold, however, the gains from engaging in such a 
negotiation would not be worth the problems introduced, and the 

figure 6.4. difference in equity Stakes between founder with largest Stake and founder 
with Smallest Stake
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longer the cofounders negotiate to reach agreement on the split, the 
more likely they are to commit the agreement to writing, either on 
their own or with a lawyer. Teams who split quickly (within one 
day) are much more likely to stick with a verbal agreement (22% of 
the teams, compared to 11% for the teams who spend longer nego-
tiating) and less likely, if they do formalize the agreement at all, to 
do so right away (41% versus 54% of longer- negotiating teams).17

Two factors might affect this linkage between negotiation length 
and formal agreement. First, when the agreement is straightfor-
ward—with no complex or subjective contingencies and no intel-
lectual property issues—the team is more likely to be able to agree 
quickly and less likely to feel the need to capture the details of the 
agreement in writing. (On the flip side, teams who are in a rush to 
get to an agreement may craft simpler agreements.) Second, teams 
who try to avoid the tension of negotiating the split (by doing so 
as quickly as possible) may also be more likely to try to avoid the 
tension of committing the agreement to writing, which can involve 
reopening some of the issues.

figure 6.5. Time Spent negotiating the Split versus formality of the agreement
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figure 6.6. updown’s Template for Splitting equity

 Phase I: Oct 2006–Jan 2007  Phase II: Feb–May 2007   Phase III: Jun–Jul 2007 

Weighting  40% 30% 30% 
Total Weighted

Founder Contribution Equity Contribution Equity Contribution Equity Equity Stake

Michael  Identification  60% Investor 33¹/³% Same 33¹/³% 45% 
of opportunity;   management 
define business  
strategy, fund- 
raising

Georg  Define business, 28% Marketing,  33¹/³% Same 33¹/³% 28% 
market  product 
strategy, etc.   management

Phuc  Initial mock site; 10% Site 33¹/³% Same 33¹/³% 26% 
define business  improvement 
strategy

Warren  Define business 2%     1% 
strategy;  
financial plan

Total  100%  100%  100% 100%
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aligned in order to achieve successful outcomes for the startup. A 
decision made at one point can make a subsequent decision turn out 
badly, even if that subsequent decision might have turned out well 
in different circumstances. Decisions about relationships, roles, and 
rewards not only send startups down certain paths of development 
themselves, but also work against or in concert with one another in 
the struggle for growth, the acquisition of resources, and the reten-
tion of control of the startup. As suggested in Figure 7.1 and detailed 
below, our Three Rs are linked. Thus, a founding team’s solutions 
to its relationship, role, and reward dilemmas must make sense not 
only individually but also collectively. As we will see throughout 
this chapter, the alternative to decisions that are aligned is a set of 
decisions that are at cross- purposes. At best, misalignment of the 
Three Rs will bring tension and dissension; at worst, it can blow up 
the founding team.

There is no perfect alignment that fits all situations and avoids 
all problems. The founding of Ockham Technologies, for example, 
began with a relationship decision: Jim chose to found with Mike, 
his former subordinate, and Mike chose to found with his former 
boss. They then chose roles and rewards that were aligned with 
their previous relationship: Jim became CEO with a 50% equity 
stake and Mike became vice president with a 30% equity stake. 

Rela�onships
Friends/family vs. acquaintances vs. past coworkers

Homogeneous vs. diverse teams

Roles Rewards
Overlapping roles vs. division of labor

Egalitarian vs. hierarchical decision making
Equal vs. unequal equity splits
Sta�c vs. dynamic agreements

figure 7.1. The Three rs System
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contribution—to be most aligned with the priority they give to indi-
vidual performance and business success.6 Equity theory ultimately 
concludes that the best equity split for one type of team could be 
the worst equity split for another type of team, depending on the 
dominant logic operating in the specific circumstance.

Teams whose prior relationships and equity splits are aligned 
will, on average, be more stable and sturdy than those that are not. 
Indeed, Matt Marx and I, in our examination of founding- team 
turnover, found a compelling linkage among relationships, rewards, 
and team stability.7 Figure 7.2 integrates the results of our quantita-
tive analyses of founding- team stability with the field data from this 
part of the book and the theoretical lens of equity theory. Within 
the group of teams with prior social relationships (i.e., the ones 
presumably operating under more of a social logic), the most stable 
teams (i.e., the teams that are still fully intact after various amounts 
of time) tend to be the ones who split the equity equally. In contrast, 
within the group of teams with prior professional relationships (and 
presumably operating under a business logic), the most stable teams 
tend to be the ones who split equitably.

The results summarized in the figure drive home the dangers of 
making a key decision without considering its alignment with all 
of the other key decisions. Without knowing the cofounders’ prior 
relationships, we can’t state categorically that an equal split is better 
or worse for team stability than an unequal split. Knowing the type 

figure 7.2. The linkage between prior relationships, equity Splits, and Team Stability
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Although fewer startups face the full range of investor dilemmas, 
most startups face important decisions about sources of financing 
and will benefit from understanding the full range of options and 
their repercussions. Often, the most important of those repercus-
sions is founder- CEO succession, an outcome we examine in depth 
at the end of this part of the book. Figure III.1 places these new 
decisions about hires and investors in the context of the founding 
dilemmas examined throughout this book.

Founders must grapple with hiring and investor dilemmas over 
a long period, during which their startups can change dramatically 
regarding resources and the degree of formalization.1 During the 
earliest startup stage, when the business idea is still being developed, 
the startup has little in the way of formal structure or processes 
and is usually severely resource-constrained. The founding team is 
often tight- knit, and the culture is informal and emphasizes cre-
ativity. Startups then go through a transitional stage that is most 
clearly characterized by two inflection points that affect the degree 
of formalization and the availability of resources: closing on the 
initial rounds of outside funding and completing the development 
of the first product. Both changes add resources (outside capital 
and customer revenues, respectively) but also call for new skills and 
processes within the organization. The division of labor deepens 
and decision making increasingly shifts away from the founders. 
As the startup enters the mature stage, it becomes relatively well 
funded and usually has a steady revenue stream from a standard-
ized product or service line. Decision making is decentralized across 
functions and becomes more hierarchical; there is much less of a 

Should I found
now?

Should I be a 
solo founder?

Founding-Team
Dilemmas:

Beyond-the-Team
Dilemmas:

• Rela�onships?
• Roles?
• Rewards?

• Hires?
• Investors?
• Succession?

Remain nonfounder

No

NoYes

Yes

figure iii.1. Beyond-the-Team dilemmas, in the Context of the Broader Set of founding 
dilemmas
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us full- time. He said the reason he applied to us was he saw our 
ad that said you could ‘work in shorts.’ It caught his eye.” More 
broadly, hires can come from a variety of weaker ties, including 
executive- search firms, want ads, cold submission of resumes, and 
other sources beyond the networks of the founders and other par-
ticipants in the startup. As shown in Figure 8.1, these weaker- tie 
sources of hires are important throughout all stages of startup evo-
lution, accounting for between 14% and 29% of hires during each 
stage and averaging 20% across all stages. For job seekers of all 
types, weak ties can be a path to higher- status jobs.7 For founder- 
CEOs, though, relying on such weak ties can make it hard to judge 
an individual hire’s cultural fit with the rest of the organization and, 
overall, hard to keep turnover low.8

As the team grows beyond the founders, its dynamics change 
dramatically. The tight- knit founding team has to integrate execu-
tives and employees who may have very different motivations (they 

figure 8.1. Sources of executive hires in Startups led by founder-Ceos
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a broad brush, but captures the need for startups to evaluate their 
teams carefully before adding such positions.

As suggested by Figure 8.2, many more new positions are cre-
ated at the next level down, where the vice president title is typi-
cally used. The first vP- level position created is often the vP- sales; 
even before raising the first round, 37% of startups have a vP- sales 
(4% have a founder in that position, 33% have hired a nonfounder 
to fill it). The next most common early- stage vP position is vP- 
marketing (found in 22% of pre- financing startups), followed by 
vP- engineering (20% of startups), vP- business development (19%), 
and vP- human resources (19%). As startups mature, gain resources, 
and formalize, they steadily add these specialized roles. After the 
fourth round of financing, 57% of startups have a vP- sales, 44% 
have a vP- engineering, 37% have a vP- marketing, and 36% have 
a vP- business development. (Other startups may be using below-
 vP people to fill these roles. In addition, in three- quarters of the 

figure 8.2. Changes in executive Teams as Startups mature
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firm’s performance as junior employees provide support for senior 
executives while learning best practices from them.11

The hiring process itself can force the organization to become more 
formalized.12 Creating job postings is often the first time a startup has 
to concretely define job requirements and think about the differences 
between various positions or roles, making such postings the startup’s 
first real job descriptions. Each new hire also puts added pressure on 
the organization to be more explicit about processes and decision 
criteria, especially when the new hires have prior experience with for-
malized organizations and yearn for the additional clarity that can 
come from formalization. Dick Costolo relates how, at FeedBurner, 
“We brought in a person on the West Coast to run partnerships when 
Steve and I were both spending time on partners, and this person 
ended up having some issues with, ‘Who am I reporting to, you or 
Steve? I’m getting different answers from each.’ As we start to grow, 
we can’t have a loose oligarchy; we need people to be in charge of dif-
ferent things. . . . Pieces of the organization that we wanted to be very 
fluid, other people wanted to force them into having more structure.” 
Alternatives to ordinary hierarchy, such as matrix structures or dual- 
report arrangements, can work in startups, but they introduce an even 
greater need for explicit discussion about roles and responsibilities.

figure 8.3. Changes in Structural leverage as the Startup Grows
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the position through multiple stages of growth, rather than 
a Mr. Right Now, who can do the job now but will be out 
of his or her depth in the next stage of growth, that will 
save the startup a lot of trouble and disruption. Barry Nalls 
of Masergy was surprised by this aspect of startup growth: 
“High- growth companies change so much every quarter! 
That amount of change isn’t normal and people can’t be 
trained for it unless they’ve been in another [startup or small 
company].”

At the same time, there are also downsides to hiring experienced 
people. They include these:

•	 Bigger paychecks—At their current jobs, experienced can-
didates are probably earning more than junior candidates, 
making it more expensive to lure them to the startup and 
increasing the startup’s “burn rate.” Letting payroll get out 
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marketing all made between $147,000 and $155,000.* To 
the extent that salaries give us a window into which func-
tions are most critical for mitigating the challenges or con-
tingencies faced by an organization,20 it is interesting to see 
the similarity of salaries across most of the executive team, 
a pattern that is found in both early- stage and later- stage 
startups.

•	 Stage of startup—The more mature the startup (the more 
rounds of financing raised) and the larger the startup (the 
greater the number of employees and the greater the reve-
nues), the higher the cash compensation. For instance, split-
ting my 2009 startups into those that had raised two or 

* A similar relationship holds for total cash compensation, which includes both salary 
and bonus. Over the decade, the average total cash compensation for a CEO was $296,000. 
For the COO/president, it was $228,000, and for the vP- sales, $230,000. At the next tier of 
nonfounder compensation, CTOs, CFOs, and the vPs of engineering, business development, 
and marketing all made between $180,000 and $189,000.

figure 8.5. C-level nonfounder Salaries, 2000–2009
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Gender Gaps: Male versus Female Compensation

Studies of cash compensation in large companies consistently find a 
“gender gap”; that is, 20% to 25% lower compensation for wom-
en.* Even though large, bureaucratic organizations standardize their 
HR practices to minimize the effects of personal preferences and 
discrimination on employment and compensation decisions, this 
significant gap remains, partly due to the fact that men and women 
receive different job titles and are sorted into different occupational 
lines.21 In pre- bureaucratic startups, lacking such rationalized HR 
practices, do we therefore see an even bigger gender gap, or are 
there counterbalancing effects? If there is a gender gap in startups, 
can it give us insight into the gender gap in large companies?

* For details, see Goldin (2008). Gender gap studies have been criticized for failing to con-
trol for differences in human capital and job function. In contrast, in my analyses, I was able 
to control for a wide variety of differences in executive backgrounds, positions, industries, 
geography, and other factors. See Note 22 of this chapter for more details.

figure 8.6. Bonus as percentage of Salary for nonfounding executives in Technology 
Startups, across the full decade
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a round of financing, the equity stakes of existing equity holders 
decrease—they are “diluted”—because new shares are issued to the 
new investors. For instance, if a nonfounding CEO owns 10% of 
the startup and then the startup raises $5 million on a pre- money 
valuation of $10 million, the CEO’s equity stake would be diluted 
to 6.7%. Second, during the early days of the startup, when uncer-
tainty is high and hires are taking a big risk by joining, the startup 
has to offer larger equity stakes to attract them. But as the risk 
is lowered, startups can offer lower equity stakes,* reinforcing the 
negative relationship between startup maturity and the size of hires’ 

* To provide sufficient equity with which to hire key personnel, many startups create op-
tion pools containing shares of equity that will be assigned to upcoming new hires. These are 
usually created or “refreshed” during each new round of financing, but 46% of pre- financing 
startups also create such pools in order to facilitate hiring. This percentage rises to 80% of 
startups when the first round of financing is raised, and to more than 90% from the second 
round onward. In principle, these pools should be sized to match the amount of hiring the 
startup expects to do before the pool is refreshed again; that is, until the next round of financ-
ing. The data do indeed support this relationship: The size of the pool is largest during the 
early stages of startup evolution, when the firm needs the largest equity stakes to attract hires 
and when the greatest number of important positions have yet to be filled. In the youngest 
startups in my dataset, the option pools averaged 20% of fully diluted equity; this percentage 
declined with each subsequent round of financing. By the third and fourth rounds, the option 
pool has dropped to 11% and 10%, respectively, reflecting the lower number of key hires 
remaining to be made and/or the smaller equity stakes required to attract them.

figure 8.7. nonfounding executives: Compensation and equity inequality
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an institutionalized pattern rather than tailoring each vesting sched-
ule to a specific executive and situation.*

It is also instructive to compare the vesting schedules for found-
ers and nonfounders; boards give founders an average of six months 
less vesting than they give hires. As shown in Figure 8.8, founder-
CEOs are much less likely to have four years of vesting and more 
likely to have no vesting or only one year of it than nonfounder-
CEOs are, even after investors have entered the picture. When faced 
with an investor demand that they vest their stock, founders often 
push to get “credit for time served,” which may account for some of 
the six- month difference. However, the shorter vesting for founders 
may also be due in part to an underappreciated benefit of founder 

* Another vesting term—one that can unlock the handcuffs of vesting—accelerates the 
person’s vesting if the startup is acquired or there is some other change in control. There are 
various forms of this accelerated vesting on change in control term (e.g., different triggers that 
are required before the accelerated vesting occurs), but a common pattern is that the more 
valuable the employee to the startup, the less of a chance that the handcuffs will be unlocked, 
otherwise the terms of the acquisition will probably be less attractive to the acquirer (under 
the expectation that the most valuable employees will be able to leave).

figure 8.8. years of vesting for founder-Ceos versus nonfounder-Ceos, across all Stages 
of financing
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development. In the fast- paced world of startups, founders can’t af-
ford to become entrenched in a particular way of hiring but must 
expect their startup’s hiring needs to change. For example, before 
hiring young employees during the early days of the startup, the 
founders should already be planning for the day when they will 

figure 8.9. evolution of hiring decisions as the Startup matures
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Stage of 
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gap
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investors.5 Figure 9.1 shows the core questions that should be asked 
by founders and how the answers should lead founders to target dif-
ferent types of investors. As shown, founders have to assess whether 
they are still missing the human capital, social capital, and finan-
cial capital needed to grow the startup and to compete successfully; 
whether the different types of investors can play a role in filling 
those gaps; and whether the risks of involving those investors are 
worth the potential benefits of doing so.

Outside investors can provide founders with two broad bene-
fits: (a) the capitals needed to get to the next stage of development 
and (b) improved governance, which includes bringing additional 
discipline to the startup,6 helping hone its strategy, and providing 
outside perspectives about the startup’s prospects and its people’s 
abilities. When founders consider potential sources of capital, they 
have a wide variety of options, each with its own pros and cons. The 

Startup capabili�es and needs:
Founder’s background (Chs. 2-3)
Cofounder strengths (Chs. 4-6)

Hires’ strengths (Ch. 8)

Have important gaps in
human capital or social

capital?

Need a lot of
financial capital?

Willing to risk
losing control and
to give up payoff
from small exits?

Target venture capitalists

Self-fund

Able to self-fund
the startup?

Target experienced
angel investors or

advisors

Reassess capital
needs or control/exit

preferences

Target friends and
family or inexperienced

angel investors
(then revisit needs)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No No

No

No

figure 9.1. Central “investor dilemmas” Questions for Startups That Can attract outside 
financing



figure 9.2. pros and Cons of investor options
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Founders often have a small set of friends and relatives with whom 
they have frequent contact, long- term trusting relationships, and 
an emotional connection.9 Such prior relationships tend to make 
friends- and- family investors easier to access than angel investors, 
who also invest their own capital but tend to be more “profes-
sional” about it than friends and family. Investments from friends 
and family are often what make a startup possible in the first place. 
Meg Hourihan’s parents invested in Blogger; Pandora used money 
from the father of a college friend of one of the cofounders; Scott 
Cook of Intuit, described below, took loans from his father.

While early investments from friends and family can be crucial, 
they also have certain limitations compared with more professional 

figure 9.3. Types of investors participating in each round of outside financing in the 
CompStudy dataset
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their participation on the board usually does not last be-
yond the entry of vCs, and thus is less sustained than their 
participation in providing capital; by the second round of 
financing, few angels still sit on startup boards.

•	 Social capital and credibility—Depending on the back-
grounds and reputations of its angels, a startup may gain a 
lot of credibility from them.* Angels can also play a direct 
role in bringing vCs into a startup. In 10% of the startups 
in my dataset, angels introduced the startup to a vC who 
eventually invested in it. The angel may also have customer 
contacts, industry expertise, or relevant skills that can add a 
lot of value to the startup.

* The connections and credibility added by top- tier angel investors can exceed those of 
many vCs. For instance, since 2007, angel investor Ron Conway, one of the first to invest in 
Google, PayPal, and many other successful startups, has been among the top 10 investors ac-
cording to the Forbes “Midas” rankings, higher-ranked than the vast majority of vCs.

figure 9.4. Sources of leads to initial angel and venture-Capital investors
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figure 9.5. Capital invested and pre-money valuation for each round of financing
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As shown in Figure 9.5, even the smallest round that includes vCs 
(the A- round, which averages $3 million) is far bigger than rounds 
raised from friends- and- family investors and angel investors, which 
rarely surpass $1 million. Subsequent rounds get even bigger, espe-
cially in life sciences, where startups are often more capital-intensive, 
requiring nearly $10 million per round after the initial round.

vC investments are generally not only larger than friend- and- 
family and angel investments, but also longer-term. vCs invest with 
the intention of continuing to invest through multiple rounds of 
financing and usually budget their capital carefully to make sure 
they can continue to invest if the startup is making good progress 
(as described below), in contrast to friend- and- family investors who 
rarely continue into later rounds and to angels whose continuation 
is uncertain. Each round of financing, vCs decide whether to con-
tinue investing in each startup or to shift their capital toward more 
promising startups.

At the same time, the availability of professional capital is also 
heavily dependent on market conditions. During the dot- com bust, 
total vC capital invested plunged by 52% between 2000 and 2001 
and by another 41% in 2002.26 vC investments then jumped 57% 
during the turnaround in 2005–2006, only to drop again by 37% 
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to raise a given amount of capital. Across all rounds in my dataset, 
7% were down rounds. Sometimes, a down round occurs when the 
startup misses milestones and underperforms. One startup, hav-
ing earlier raised an initial round of $1 million, wanted to raise 
a second round of $1 million. Because it had become evident that 
the startup was not going to achieve its milestones for bringing its 
system into operation, the investors demanded a higher percent-
age of ownership —and a lower share price—in return for their in-
vestment. As the company continued to experience “missteps and 
missed deadlines,” the startup’s investors invested another $2.7 mil-
lion, bringing their ownership stake to 75% of the company’s equity 
as the startup’s price per share sank.

Figure 9.7 shows that down rounds are also closely tied to the 
business cycle: During the high points in the cycle, such as the late 
1990s and the mid- 2000s, the percentage of down rounds decreases; 
during bust times, such as the early 2000s and the late 2000s, the 
percentage increases markedly.* Thus, a startup’s exposure to the 

* Further analysis of down rounds shows that 4% of B- rounds were down rounds (i.e., 
at a lower valuation than the A- round) and 7% of C- rounds had a lower valuation than the 
B- rounds, followed by 9% for the D- rounds and E- rounds.

figure 9.6. Capitalization Tables: average equity holdings of each major party
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figure 9.7. percentage of financing rounds That Were down rounds, by year the round 
Was raised
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negative effects of a down round can be due both to its own ability 
to execute and to factors outside of its control.

Liquidation Preferences: Giving Up “Small” Exits

The percentage of equity owned by each party tells only part of 
the ownership story. Other terms in the investment agreement af-
fect how much each party would receive in various exit scenarios. 
Perhaps the most important of these terms affects each party’s pay-
outs, particularly when there is a small exit. That term is called the 
liquidation preference, which dictates that if the startup liquidates 
or is acquired, then the vCs get back the amount they invested, or a 
multiple of that amount, before other shareholders (most centrally 
here, the founders) receive any proceeds.44 During the first round 
of financing, 78% of the startups in my dataset agreed to give their 
investors a “1×” liquidation preference; that is, if the startup would 
sell for the amount of capital invested by those investors (or less), 
those investors would receive all of those proceeds and the founders 
and other early shareholders who own common stock would receive 
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a new round of financing. His excitement quickly turned to shock 
when his backers insisted that he step down as CEO as a condition 
of the new round. “Things became really tough after that,” Lew re-
called. “All I could think was, where have I messed up? What have 
I been doing so wrong?” In the end, Lew’s potential replacement 
as CEO, Richard Williams, refused to take the job unless Lew also 
gave up his position as chairman of the board. At this point, Lew 
faced a major dilemma: Refuse to hire the professional who could 
build Wily’s value, or hire the pro and be completely sidelined in the 
startup he had nurtured as if it were his only child.

How could this happen to such a successful entrepreneur? The 
move to replace Lew came as Wily was raising its third round of fi-
nancing; we can see in Figure 10.1 that, by that time, more than half 
of startups have replaced their founder- CEOs. In fact, 17% of them 
have already replaced CEOs more than once. But why? How often 
is it by choice and how often is it forced on the founder- CEO? What 
happens to the replaced founder? These and related questions are 
central to one of the most critical inflection points in the evolution 

figure 10.1. percentage of Startups Still Being led by the founder-Ceo
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of a startup: the “succession” from a founder- CEO to a “profes-
sional” (nonfounding) CEO.

Throughout this book, we have focused on startups in which a 
founder is still CEO. However, a startup’s first- ever CEO transition 
is a particularly challenging and jarring juncture. To help us delve 
into founder- CEO succession, we will both examine large- scale data 
about the antecedents, dynamics, and aftermath of such events and 
delve into the stories of several founder- CEOs and the professional 
CEOs who replaced them. We will analyze why successful founder- 
CEOs like Lew get fired as CEO, observe in detail the process of 
replacing them, and explore whether they should remain active in 
the startup. Figure 10.2 is a graphical depiction of the most impor-
tant stages of the founder- CEO succession process and some of the 
factors affecting each stage.

Although we have already seen many decisions in which control- 
motivated founders diverge from wealth- motivated founders, the 
divergence is most stark during the founder- CEO succession pro-
cess, affecting who triggers the succession, how the search for a new 
CEO is conducted, and what—if any—role the replaced founder- 
CEO will play in the startup.

trIggers For Change

Founder- CEO succession can be initiated by the founder- CEO, 
the board of directors (which is officially responsible for selecting 

Founding
Decision

to Replace
New CEO

Enters

Antecedents Search Post-succession

Degree of success
Rate of growth/change
Loss of board control
Founder capabili�es and centrality
Founder burnout/mo�va�on
Trigger of succession: founder, board, others

Sources of successors
Founder involvement
Successor dissimilarity

Retain replaced founder?

Successor taking control

Lower-level execu�ve?
Remain on board (chairman?)

Gaining predecessor’s support

figure 10.2. The founder-Ceo Succession process
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38% after the first round as replaced founder- CEOs are moved into 
that position. Before raising financing, 43% of CTOs are founders, 
but that jumps to 57% after the first round as replaced founder- 
CEOs are moved into that position; the percentage increases again 
slightly after the second round.

For Lew Cirne, who was replaced when Wily had a relatively 
complete organizational structure, such a redeployment to a lower- 
level position could have been even more disruptive had it required 
him to displace one of the loyal executives he himself had hired. 
“It was a real challenge,” Lew said. “We had a vP of engineering, a 
chief scientist, a vP of product management. I had given them re-
sponsibility and I didn’t want to now take that back. Everyone was 
very cognizant of, ‘Where does Lew fit?’” Wily had not hired a CTO, 
however, so Lew was given that title. Yet even this decision was not 
as harmless as it might seem. When Lew saw the new org chart, he 
realized that his role as chief technology officer would be symbolic 
at best; with no direct reports, he would be “chief” of no one. This 
could certainly have been taken as an insult and have further pro-
voked Lew to resist the new CEO.

figure 10.3. post-Succession positions of replaced founder-Ceos
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Potential 
Participants  Decisions Oriented toward Decisions Oriented toward 
in the Startup Decision Area Maintaining Control Maximizing Wealth

Cofounders Solo vs. team  Remain solo founder (or attract Build founding team; attract best  
 weak cofounders)   cofounders

 Relationships  First look to immediate circle for  Tap strong and weak ties to find the 
 “comfortable” cofounders  best (and complementary) cofounders

 Roles  Keep strong control of decision Give decision- making control to  
 making; build hierarchy   cofounders with expertise in specific 

areas
 Rewards Maintain most or all equity Share equity to attract and/or motivate 
   ownership  cofounders

Hires Relationships Hire within close personal network  Aggressively tap broader network  
   (friends, family, and others)    (unfamiliar candidates) to find the best  
   as required  hires 
 Roles Keep control of key decisions  Delegate decision making to appropriate  

 expert
 Rewards Hire less expensive junior employees  Hire experienced employees and incent  

 them with cash and equity

Investors  Self- fund vs. take Self- fund; “bootstrap” Take outside capital 
 outside capital

 Sources of capital  Friends and family or money- only  Target experienced angels or venture 
 angels; tap alternative sources (e.g.,   capitalists 
 customer prepayments or debt) if  
 possible



figure 11.1. Wealth-versus-Control dilemmas

 Terms  Resist investor- friendly terms (e.g.,  Be open to terms necessary to attract best 
 refuse any supermajority rights)  investors (e.g., supermajority rights)

 Board of directors  Avoid building official board; when  Be open to losing control of board if 
 built, control composition and  necessary to get best investors and  
 makeup  directors

Successors Trigger of succession Avoid succession issue until forced  Be open to initiating succession when  
 next stage of startup is outside one’s  
 own expertise

 Openness to succession Resist giving up the CEO position  Be open to giving up CEO position to  
 better CEO

 Desired role after Prefer to leave than to remain Want to remain executive in position  
  succession   “prince”  that matches skills and preferences

Other factors Preferred rate of startup Gradual to moderate Fast to explosive 
  growth
 Capital intensity Low capital intensity High capital intensity
 Core founder’s “capitals”  Well equipped to launch and build Important gaps that should be filled  

 startup without much help   by involving others

Most likely  Maintain control; build less value Build financial value; imperil control 
 outcome
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exceptions. Yet, many founders have so much confidence in their 
startup’s prospects and in their own abilities and feel such intense 
passion for their idea that they systematically underestimate their 
need for further resources or overestimate their ability to remain 
in control of the startup even as they take on a wide range of out-
side resources. These natural entrepreneurial inclinations can lead 
founders away from becoming Rich or King as they make decisions 
that leave them with either too few resources or too little control of 
the startup.*

My analyses also suggest that founders who keep control person-
ally give up a significant amount financially. Such founders tend to 
build a less valuable startup while keeping a larger share of equity 
in it, but it turns out that the value- seeking founder’s “smaller slice 
of a larger pie” is generally greater than the control- seeking found-
er’s “larger slice of a smaller pie.” Controlling for a wide variety of 
differences across the 460 startups I analyzed,11 founders who had 
kept control of both the CEO position and the board of directors 
held equity stakes that were only 52% as valuable as those held by 

* Throughout this book, we have looked at how overconfidence can skew founding de-
cisions. Overconfidence can also mislead founders about the probability of achieving the 
entrepreneurial ideal, leading them to attend to only those exceptional founders who grew 
valuable startups while maintaining control throughout, or else to assume that their own 
chances are higher than the typical founder’s. The choices they make because of this misper-
ception may increase the chances of their failing, rather than enabling them to achieve their 
top priority, whether it be maintaining control or maximizing wealth.

figure 11.2. rich versus King outcomes
adapted and reprinted by permission of Harvard Business Review. from “The founder’s 
dilemma,” by noam Wasserman, february 2008. Copyright © 2008 by the harvard 
Business publishing Corporation; all rights reserved.

Financial Gain

Far Below 
Potential Value

Achieving  
Potential Value

Retention of 
decision-making 
control

Minor player Failure Rich
Major player King Rich & King
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founders who had given up both the CEO position and control of 
the board, as shown in Figure 11.3. (The founders’ equity stakes 
had an intermediate value if they had given up control of either the 
CEO position or the board but not both.) This result held in both 
younger startups and older ones, suggesting that founders face a 
trade- off between wealth and control, and that this trade- off per-
sists throughout the stages of startup evolution.

To assess whether founders tend to make consistent decisions, 
I compared solo founders (whom we would expect to be more in-
clined toward control) to the core founders who attracted cofound-
ers.* This dataset included 1,658 technology startups that completed 
surveys between 2005 and 2009, and it controlled for a wide vari-
ety of founder and startup characteristics, such as capital intensity, 

* From a revealed- preferences perspective, in which we examine people’s actions to learn 
about their preferences, solo founding is one of the clearest indicators of a founder’s control 
orientation. However, it does not enable us to separate solo founders who intended to (and 
did) found alone from those who tried to find cofounders but failed. (Given the “noise” intro-
duced by this, the analyses described here should be conservative, underreporting the statistical 
significance of the independent variables.) As described below, future research should examine 
further indicators of control motivations, possibly including self- reported measures of motiva-
tion or survey questions similar to the CareerLeader survey questions detailed in Chapter 2.

figure 11.3. value of founder’s equity Stake, depending on degree of Control maintained
reprinted from “rich vs. King: The entrepreneur’s dilemma,” by noam Wasserman, Best 
Paper Proceedings of the Academy of Management, 2006.
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figure 11.4. a model of founder decisions

Intervening Variables

Founder Mo�va�ons Founder Decisions Outcomes
Wealth and Control (Chs. 2-11)

Financial Gains
Autonomy, Power &
Influence, Managing People

Other Mo
va
ons*
Altruism
Variety
Intellectual Challenge
Etc.

Consistency of Choices (Chs. 7, 11)
Team Dynamics*
Capabili�es and Execu�on of
Decisions*
Entrepreneurial Luck*

Career Decisions (Ch. 2)
Whether, When, What to found

Founding-Team Decisions (Chs. 3-6)
Rela�onships, Roles, Rewards

Rela�onships, Roles, Rewards
Hiring Decisions (Ch. 8)

Investor Decisions (Ch. 9)
Who, When, What terms

With Whom to Partner*
Business-strategy Decisions +

+

For the founder

For the team or startup

King (remain founder-CEO — Ch.10,
maintain board control — Ch.9)
Rich (“on paper”—Ch.11, at exit*)
Founder’s Sa�sfac�on with Outcome
(Mo�va�on-Choice consistency)*
Riskiness of Outcomes*

Founding Team Stability (Chs. 4, 7)
Valua�on Growth (Chs. 6, 9)
Employment Growth*

Environmental Factors:
Compe��ve/�me Pressure*
Environmental Turbulence*
Environmental Complexity*
Cultural Influences*
Regulatory and Legal Structures*

Frui¢ul focus for future research; discussed in book but
not analyzed empirically.
Business-strategy Decisions include where to found,
characteris�cs of the startup’s core idea and business
model, capital intensity, and boundaries of the firm.

*
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player, it faces a dilemma that could have dramatic implications for 
the company and for the founders. When deciding whether or not 
to accept an acquisition offer, founders have to weigh the following 
factors (summarized in Figure 11.5).

Reasons Not to Sell

The founders’ core motivations have played a fundamental role in 
the decisions we have examined throughout this book and they do 
so in the exit decision as well. Control- motivated founders may not 
want to sell because it means losing a lot of decision- making con-
trol. Some fear that being swallowed by a large company will spoil 
the culture they have spent years building. Acquiring companies 
also usually want to control strategic decisions and to decide who 
should remain with the startup as it is integrated into the acquirer’s 
core business. Early in the life of Blogger, Evan Williams received 
an acquisition offer of $1 million. For Evan, selling Blogger would 
have been the way out of several sticky problems; he was danger-
ously short on cash, and he would soon need to lay off his entire 
staff. His cofounder and employees pushed strongly for the sale. 
But Evan couldn’t give up on his baby and decided not to sell. Even 
when Google made an offer months later, Evan initially rejected it: 
“After four years of pouring my heart into Blogger, I saw a lot of 
risk in giving up control.”55

Yet even wealth- motivated founders, offered a payday after years 
of hard work, may not want to sell. Some believe they can still build 
significant value by remaining independent. For example, when the 
acquisition market for Internet companies started to improve in 

figure 11.5. reasons not to Sell versus reasons to Sell

Reasons Not to Sell Reasons to Sell
Will lose control of decision making
Will lose chance to build further value,
then sell at a be	er price
May not be able to preserve startup’s
culture
May not gain financially if investment
terms (e.g., liquida�on preferences) mean
founders won’t share in exit payments

Eroding prospects for startup:
Adverse market changes or dangerously low cash
Founder burnout or rising tensions between founders
May soon lose control of exit decision and terms

Arac�ve post-acquisi�on possibili�es:
Achieve wealth goals
Use as stepping stone to become serial entrepreneur
Gain resources to build startup
Work for a	rac�ve parent company
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Startup Name
Year 
Founded

Protagonist 
(Initial Title  
in Startup)

Other Founding 
Team Members 
(Initial Titles)

Prior 
Relationship 
with 
Cofounder(s)/
Partner(s)

Mentioned 
in Chapters 
(brief 
mentions in 
parentheses) Original Idea for Startup

38 Studios1 2006 Curt Schilling 
(Founder-
President-
Chairman)

N/A (solo 
founder)

N/A 2, (11) Develop a best-of-breed 
online role-playing 
game with a rich story 
component.

Apple 
Computer2

1976 Steve Wozniak 
(Cofounder)

Steve Jobs 
(Cofounder)

Close friend 4, (5), (6), 
(7)

Develop and sell a 
personal computer based 
on Wozniak’s design. 

Ron Wayne 
(Cofounder)

Stranger

Blogger3 1999 Evan Williams 
(Founder-CEO)

Meg Hourihan 
(vice President)

Ex-girlfriend 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 11

Online self-publishing 
(blogging) tool.

Circles 1997 Janet Kraus 
(Cofounder-
CEO) 

Kathy 
Sherbrooke 
(Cofounder, 
President/COO)

Fellow MBA 
student

(1), (4), (6) Provide “everyday 
services” to individuals, 
such as dog walking, 
errands, etc.



ConneXus4 1996 Humphrey 
Chen 
(Cofounder)

George Searle 
(Cofounder)

Fellow MBA 
student 

2 Develop a network of 
computers that will 
automatically catalogue 
music playing on 
the radio and allow 
consumers to access song 
information, listen to the 
song, and purchase it via 
a touchtone phone or 
Internet website.

Digital 
Knowledge 
Assets (DKA)5

1995 Dick Costolo 
(Co-vP of 
Technology)

Eric Lunt 
(Co-vP of 
Technology)

Coworker 
(subordinate)

(8) Collaboration and 
publishing software 
company.

Two other 
founders (CEO, 
COO)

Strangers

FeedBurner6 2003 Dick Costolo 
(Founder-CEO)

Eric Lunt 
(CTO)

Cofounders 1, (3), 5, 7, 
8, 9, 11

Intermediary between 
online publishers, 
advertisers, and 
distributors.

Matt Shobe 
(Product 
Design)
Steve 
Olechowski 
(COO)

(continued)
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Startup Name
Year 
Founded

Protagonist 
(Initial Title  
in Startup)

Other Founding 
Team Members 
(Initial Titles)

Prior 
Relationship 
with 
Cofounder(s)/
Partner(s)

Mentioned 
in Chapters 
(brief 
mentions in 
parentheses) Original Idea for Startup

Kendle 
International7

1981 Candace 
Kendle 
(Founder-CEO)

Christopher 
Bergen 
(President and 
COO)

Colleague, 
fiancée

Appendix 
11-2

To build a clinical 
research organization 
(CRO) to perform 
clinical drug trials 
for pharmaceutical 
companies.

L908 1997 Frank Addante 
(Founder-CTO)

John Bohan 
(Founder-CEO)

Business 
contact

(6), (8) Merge ad server with ad 
broker to take advantage 
of synergies.

Lynx 
Solutions9,a

1998 a James Milmo 
(Founder-
President-
Chairman)

a Doug Curtis 
(CEO)

Acquaintance 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 
10, 11

Advertising-supported 
screensavers for handheld 
wireless devices.

a Javier Pascal 
(CTO)

Friend

Masergy10 2000 Barry Nalls 
(Founder-CEO)

N/A (solo 
founder)

N/A 1, 2, 3, 8, 
(9), 11

Telecom service provider 
for enterprise and B2B 
customers.

Megaserver11,a ~1996 Les Trachtman 
(professional 
CEO)

Mother (Chair 
of board)

Family 
members

10 Enable multiple 
computing platforms to 
form a supercomputer.



Father 
(Inventor/
technologist)
Son (COO, 
former founder-
CEO)

Nike12 1964 Phil Knight 
(Founder-
President)

Bill Bowerman 
(vice President)

Coach (6) Create and market an 
innovative running shoe.

Ockham 
Technologies13

1999 Jim Triandiflou 
(Founder-CEO)

Mike 
Meisenheimer 
(vP Product 
Management)

Coworker 
(subordinate)

2, (3), 4, 5, 
6, 7, 9, (11)

Sales-force-optimization 
software.

Ken Burows 
(COO)

Coworker

Odeo14 2004 Evan Williams 
(Cofounder-
investor-
advisor)

Noah Glass 
(CEO)

Acquaintance 1, (2), 4, 5, 
6, 8, 9, 11

Podcasting technology.

Pandora15 
(originally 
Savage Beast)

2000 Tim Westergren 
(Founder-Chief 
Music Officer)

Jon Kraft 
(CEO)

Acquaintance 1, 2, (3), 4, 
5, (6), (7), 8, 
9, 11

A music decision engine 
that plays/suggests songs 
based on attributes of 
songs/artists the user 
chooses.

Will Glaser 
(CTO)

Stranger

(continued)
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(brief 
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parentheses) Original Idea for Startup

Proteus 
Biomedical16

2001 Andrew 
Thompson 
(Founder-CEO)

George Savage 
(CMO)

Fellow MBA 
student

2 To develop technology 
that could insert 
miniature computers and 
sensors into drugs and 
medical devices.

Mark Zdeblick 
(CTO)

Acquaintance

ReaXions17 1997 Frank Addante 
(Cofounder)

“Cary” 
(Cofounder)

Friend/
colleague

6 Advertising software 
that tracks and schedules 
a company’s online 
advertising.

Rubbish Boys18 
(renamed 
1-800-GOT-
JUNK)

1989 Brian 
Scudamore 
(Founder)

“John” 
(Cofounder)

Friend (2), (3), 9, 
11

Trash-removal service.

Segway19 1999 Dean Kamen 
(Founder)

N/A (solo 
founder)

N/A 10, 11 Create a low-cost, 
low-emission personal 
transportation device.

Sittercity20 2001 Genevieve 
Thiers 
(Founder-CEO)

N/A (solo 
founder)

N/A 1, 2, 4, 8, 
10, 11

An online matchmaking 
service for parents and 
babysitters.



Smartix21 1999 vivek Khuller 
(Founder-CEO)

Kirill Dmitriev
Saurabh Mittal

Fellow MBA 
students

1, 2, (3), 4, 
5, 6, 7

Create an electronic 
ticketing technology for 
sports and entertainment 
venues.

Unnamed 
technical 
cofounder

Coworker 
(subordinate)

Spyonit22 ~1998 Dick Costolo 
(Founder-CEO)

Eric Lunt 
(CTO)

Cofounder (3), 8 Alert systems for Internet 
consumers.

Matt Shobe 
(Product 
Design)

Coworkers 
(subordinates)

Steve 
Olechowski 
(Business 
Development/
Programmer)

StrongMail23 2002 Frank Addante 
(Founder-CEO)

Tim McQuillen 
(Cofounder)

Coworker 
(subordinate)/
friend

2, 7, 9, 11 Create an email 
messaging infrastructure 
software package and sell 
to enterprise clients.

Transcentive24 1981 Les Trachtman 
(vP 
Operations, 
later 
professional 
CEO)

Mike Brody 
(Founder-CEO)

Mike’s family 
members

10, (11) Corporate stock-option 
software.

(continued)
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Mike’s brother 
(Founder-CFO)

UpDown25 2007 Michael Reich 
(Founder-CEO) 

Georg 
Ludviksson 
(Co-CEO)

Fellow MBA 
students; 
stranger

3, (4), 6, 7 Create an online social-
networking site for 
investors.

Phuc Truong 
(CTO)

Wily 
Technology26

1998 Lew Cirne 
(Founder-CEO)

N/A (solo 
founder)

N/A (3), 8, (9), 
10, 11

Self-diagnostic software 
for computer operating 
systems.

Zipcar27 2000 Robin Chase 
(Founder-CEO)

Antje 
Danielson (vP-
Environmental 
affairs and 
strategy)

Friend (2), 6, (8) Create a car-sharing 
business based on a 
German company and 
market it in the United 
States.

Zondigo28 2000 Frank Addante 
(Founder-CEO)

Two unnamed 
cofounders

Business 
contacts

5, 6, 8, 11 Create technology for 
“on-the-go” advertising 
direct to wireless devices.
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a Disguised name.
1 Noam Wasserman, Jeffrey J. Bussgang, and Rachel Gordon, “Curt Schilling’s Next Pitch,” HBS No. 810-053 (Boston: Harvard Business School 

Publishing, 2010).
2 Noam Wasserman, “Apple’s Core,” HBS No. 809-063 (Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing, 2009).
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Protagonist
Startup 
Name Title and Role in Startup

Highest 
Degree 
Received Work Experience

Other Relevant 
Experience

Addante, 
Frank

ReaXions Cofounder High school Self-taught 
programmer; T1 line 
installer

Four years of 
college before 
leaving

Product and business 
development, hired employees
Negotiated merger to form L90

L90 Founder-CTO
Technical development

Zondigo Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development
Secured funding, hired team

StrongMail Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development
Secured funding, hired executive 
team

Bergen, 
Christopher

Kendle 
International

Founder, President and COO MBA Associate vP, 
Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia

Bohan, 
John1

L90 Founder-CEO
Secured funding, directed public 
offering

Economics 
degree

Opened West Coast 
office of early website 
company; Tv ad sales

table B.2
Table of People
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Protagonist
Startup 
Name Title and Role in Startup

Highest 
Degree 
Received Work Experience

Other Relevant 
Experience

Bowerman, 
Bill 

Nike vice President and director
Product development

Four-year 
college 
degree 

College and Olympic 
track-and-field coach

Developed 
running shoes 

Brody, 
Mike2

Transcentive Founder-CEO CEO of digital photo 
lab
Cofounder of 
Stockholder Systems

Burows, Ken Ockham 
Technologies

COO
Business development
Dropped out as founder

MBA in 
finance and 
strategic 
management

Systems integration 
consultant
Director-Financial 
Information Systems
Business development

“Cary” ReaXions Cofounder IT consultant
Investor

Chase, 
Robin

Zipcar Founder-CEO
Refined concept, market research, 
developed business plan & 
budgets, designed website
Hired contract engineers for 
online reservation system

MBA in 
applied 
economics 
and finance

Healthcare consulting
Private school director 
of finance and 
operations
Managing editor of 
public health journal

Chen, 
Humphrey

ConneXus Cofounder
Business and product 
development, secured funding

MBA Five years IT experience 
in several companies, 
including online music 
store startup

Cirne, Lew Wily 
Technology

Founder-CEO
Product and business 
development, hired employees, 
early sales to customers, secured 
funding

B.A. 
computer 
science

Senior software 
engineer at Apple 
Computer
Java project lead 
at Hummingbird 
Communications

Costolo, 
Dick

DKA Co-vP Technology B.S. 
computer 
science

IT consultant/manager
Developed British Tv 
show

Standup 
comedianProduct development

Spyonit Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development
Secured funding

FeedBurner Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development
Secured funding

Curtis, 
Douga

Lynx 
Solutionsa

Founder-CEO
Business development, hired 
team, secured funding

veteran entrepreneur

Danielson, 
Antje 

Zipcar Founder-vP environmental 
affairs and strategy, built 
relationships with car companies, 
specified in-car technology, 
environmental issues

Ph.D. 
geochemistry

Supervisor of 
undergraduate energy-
policy research at 
Harvard University
Car sales
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Startup 
Name Title and Role in Startup

Highest 
Degree 
Received Work Experience

Other Relevant 
Experience

Bowerman, 
Bill 

Nike vice President and director
Product development

Four-year 
college 
degree 

College and Olympic 
track-and-field coach

Developed 
running shoes 

Brody, 
Mike2

Transcentive Founder-CEO CEO of digital photo 
lab
Cofounder of 
Stockholder Systems

Burows, Ken Ockham 
Technologies

COO
Business development
Dropped out as founder

MBA in 
finance and 
strategic 
management

Systems integration 
consultant
Director-Financial 
Information Systems
Business development

“Cary” ReaXions Cofounder IT consultant
Investor

Chase, 
Robin

Zipcar Founder-CEO
Refined concept, market research, 
developed business plan & 
budgets, designed website
Hired contract engineers for 
online reservation system

MBA in 
applied 
economics 
and finance

Healthcare consulting
Private school director 
of finance and 
operations
Managing editor of 
public health journal

Chen, 
Humphrey

ConneXus Cofounder
Business and product 
development, secured funding

MBA Five years IT experience 
in several companies, 
including online music 
store startup

Cirne, Lew Wily 
Technology

Founder-CEO
Product and business 
development, hired employees, 
early sales to customers, secured 
funding

B.A. 
computer 
science

Senior software 
engineer at Apple 
Computer
Java project lead 
at Hummingbird 
Communications

Costolo, 
Dick

DKA Co-vP Technology B.S. 
computer 
science

IT consultant/manager
Developed British Tv 
show

Standup 
comedianProduct development

Spyonit Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development
Secured funding

FeedBurner Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development
Secured funding

Curtis, 
Douga

Lynx 
Solutionsa

Founder-CEO
Business development, hired 
team, secured funding

veteran entrepreneur

Danielson, 
Antje 

Zipcar Founder-vP environmental 
affairs and strategy, built 
relationships with car companies, 
specified in-car technology, 
environmental issues

Ph.D. 
geochemistry

Supervisor of 
undergraduate energy-
policy research at 
Harvard University
Car sales
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Evans, 
Clarka

Lynx 
Solutionsa

Interim President/CEO
Business development, secured 
funding, scaled company

SvP of consumer 
products company

Glaser, Will Pandora CTO
Technical development

Degrees 
in math, 
computer 
science, and 
physics

Cofounded technology 
startup
IT consultant

Amateur 
musician

Glass, Noah Odeo Founder-CEO
Product development

Worked on an audio 
application for Blogger

Hourihan, 
Meg 

Blogger 
(originally 
Pyra Labs)

Founder-vice President
Business and product 
development, managed 
employees, and provided some 
seed funding

English 
degree

Technology consultant

Kamen, 
Dean

Segway Founder
Business and product 
development
Securing funding, hiring team

High school Inventor of several 
highly successful 
medical products
Founder-CEO DEKA

Kendle, 
Candace

Kendle 
International

Founder-CEO Pharm.D., 
D.Sc.

Senior faculty positions 
at several leading 
schools and colleges of 
pharmacy and medicine

Khuller, 
vivek

Smartix Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development
Pitched idea to investors and 
venues

M.S., MBA 5 years at Bell Atlantic 
as a programmer and 
IT manager

Knight, Phil Nike Founder-President and director
Business development
Secured funding
Negotiated contracts with 
suppliers
Hired sales and management team

MBA Accountant Track-and-field 
athlete in high 
school and 
college

Kraft, Jon Pandora CEO
Business development

Founder-CEO of 
enterprise database 
startup

Kraus, Janet Circles Cofounder-CEO MBA Technology consulting; 
director of social 
marketing for The Body 
Shop
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Ludviksson, 
Georg 

UpDown Co-CEO
Business development support
Sales and marketing strategy 
development

MBA Computer 
programming
Sales
Cofounded computer 
game startup

Lunt, Eric3 DKA

Spyonit
FeedBurner

Co-vP technology-product 
development
CTO-product development
CTO-product development

B.S.E. 
mechanical 
engineering

Software programmer 
at Andersen Consulting

McQuillen, 
Tim4

StrongMail Cofounder
Chief Information Officer
Director

B.A. 
psychology

Partner, business 
development at IT 
staffing companies
Head of IT, sales, data 
centers

Meisen-
heimer, 
Mike5

Ockham 
Technologies

vP Product Management
Product development, sales,  
and marketing
Helped secure funding,  
hired team

 MSM Sales and marketing 
consultant

Milmo, 
Jamesa

Lynx 
Solutionsa

Founder-President-Chairman
Business development, secured 
funding
Hired team, sales and marketing

Government 
major

Campaign worker
Apprentice to a toy 
inventor
Prior failed startup

Member of 
entrepreneurship 
club

Mittal, 
Saurabh

Smartix Cofounder
Business and product 
development

MBA Investment banking 
internship

Nalls, Barry Masergy Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development, secured funding, 
hired employees, sales and 
marketing

MBA GTE for 25 years, from 
technician to SvP 

Olechowski, 
Steve

Spyonit Programmer
Business development

Software programmer 
at Andersen Consulting

FeedBurner COO

Pascal, 
Javiera

Lynx 
Solutionsa

Founder-CTO
Product development, hired team

Engineering 
degree

Engineer

Reich, 
Michael

UpDown Founder-CEO
Business development
Secure funding, recruit team/sales 
force

MBA Small champagne 
distributor startup; 
consultant; manager in 
startup

Savage, 
George

Proteus 
Biomedical

Cofounder, Chief Medical Officer 
(CMO)

B.S. 
biomedical 
engineering, 
M.D., MBA

Cofounded other 
biotech firms (with 
Andrew Thompson)
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Sherbrooke, 
Kathy

Circles Cofounder, President/COO MBA

Shobe, Matt Spyonit
FeedBurner

Product design
Product design

Graduate 
degree

User-interface designer 
at Andersen Consulting

Strohm, 
David6

Wily 
Technology

Partner: Greylock Partners
Member of Board of Directors, 
advisor, investor

MBA At Greylock since 1980

Thiers, 
Genevieve

Sittercity Founder-CEO
Business and product 
development
Hired team, sales and marketing
Secured funding

B.A. English
Graduate 
degree in 
music (opera)

Technical writer
Babysitter

Opera singer

Thompson, 
Andrew

Proteus 
Biomedical

Cofounder-CEO M.A. 
engineering 
and 
education; 
MBA

Cofounded other 
biotech firms (with 
George Savage)

Trachtman, 
Les 

Transcentive

Megaservera

vP Operations, later CEO
Restructured sales/marketing/
customer service; made several 
staffing changes to scale 
company
Engineered and negotiated sale of 
company
CEO
Secured funding; marketing, 
sales, and business plan 
development; created financial 
and internal controls

MBA/JD Director of corporate 
development
vP Business 
development
President/CEO of 
several technology 
startups

Truong, 
Phuc 

UpDown Co-CEO
Product development

A.B. 
economics

Technology startup
Contract IT consulting

Westergren, 
Tim

Pandora Founder-Chief Music Officer
Music database development

B.A. political 
science

Composer
Rock band leader
Nanny

Jazz pianist

Williams, 
Evan

Blogger 
(originally 
Pyra Labs)

Founder-CEO
Product and business 
development, secured funding, 
hired employees
Cofounder, advisor, investor
Eventually CEO, secured funding, 
hired employees, business 
development

High school Self-taught Web 
developer; marketing 
coordinator; developed 
websites for HP and 
Intel

Two years 
college

Odeo
Prior failed 
startup
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Williams, 
Richard7

Wily 
Technology

President/CEO
Hired to replace founder-CEO 
Lew Cirne

B.S. 
mathematics

22 years at IBM in 
various leadership roles
Digital Research – 
President/CEO
Novell-EvP Sales
Illustra Information 
Technologies – 
President/CEO
Quokka Sports-
founding director

Zdeblick, 
Mark

Proteus 
Biomedical

Cofounder, CTO B.S. civil 
engineering, 
B.A. 
architecture, 
M.S. 
aeronautics 
and 
astronautics, 
Ph.D. 
electrical 
engineering

Background in micro-
electrical mechanical 
systems (MEMS) 
technology; held several 
patents in atomic and 
biomedical products 
and processes
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